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Welcome to the eBook and report from the Annual ICBE Conference that was held

on Thursday, May 10th in the Killashee Hotel, Naas, Co Kildare.   This year, we

evolved the innovative and interactive event format, which included highly relevant

presentations from practitioners and renowned speakers, a moderated forum, live

blogging, interactive Group Action Learning and this eBook take-away. 

Over the course of the morning and afternoon our 9 speakers covered the three

pillars of Productivity, People and Technology.  These ‘one to many’ talks from

leaders in our sector prepared all the attendees for the group challenge, discussions

and knowledge sharing that took place in moderated sessions after each pillar.

These group sessions discussed challenges prepared by the speakers in pairs and

shared them as a group.  We have captured the essence of this tacit knowledge and

the immense experience of the 11 groups in this eBook.  These probing sessions

uncovered coal face experience and ideas from the delegates.

Rather than just provide access to knowledge, the impact of which can rapidly

decay, we wanted attendees to take the learnings and internalise them by

immediately analysing its relevance to them through an industry challenge. Through

working in groups each attendee also has access to a broad range of shared peer to

peer insights which also enhanced the networking and further expanded their

knowledge set.

The day was expertly MCed by broadcaster Matt Cooper who also interviewed our

keynote speaker this year Dr Niamh Shaw.  Niamh’s presentation was an inspiring

story of vision, failure and perception of self.

2018 ICBE Conference
Introduction
Introduction



Finally we are also conscious that we live busy lives and it can be difficult to reflect

and recall the learnings from events when we get back to our workplaces, so we

live blogged and captured the inputs from attendees as the day evolved.

This eBook contains a synopsis of the morning talks and the collated shared

insights from the attendees.  Naturally we could not include everything in this

eBook but it is designed to be living document and encourage all readers to visit

the conference microsite on www.theknowledgemap.biz to evolve the

conversation.

I do hope you enjoy this eBook and look forward to taking these discussions

forward.

  

Eamon Murphy.

http://www.theknowledgemap.biz/


For over 25 years, ICBE has facilitated and supported the exchange of best practice

knowledge in Ireland. ICBE has created a knowledge-exchange network of like-

minded individuals who share best practice in many different ways and we

continue to pioneer on behalf of member companies at the cutting edge of

advancements in technology, data analytics, co-robotics, Factory 4.0 and

knowledge mapping. 

ICBE membership guarantees you access to many
benefits including:

Cross-sectional peer to peer interaction and engagement across all business

areas with over 70 member companies 

Access to 7 Shingo accredited companies willing to share their Shingo journey

through facilitated Best Practice visits throughout the year 

Skillnets funding toward any form of knowledge access such as but not limited

to formal training, attendance at conferences, in house motivational/keynote

speakers/specific topic experts etc. 

Knowledge sharing through our Call For Support system 

Annual ICBE Conference and Regional Forums 

Access to knowledge transfer of Robotics, Cobotics AR/VR, Artificial

Intelligence 

Please let us know if you would like to know more about becoming a member of

ICBE.   One of the ICBE team would be delighted to bring you through the many

About the ICBE.
The Irish Centre for Business Excellence(ICBE)  ICBE is a not-for-profit, knowledge-

sharing network of cross-sectoral businesses that are committed to helping each

other.  Our main goal is to assist member companies to be the most competitive in

their field.

http://www.icbe.ie/


benefits of ICBE in more detail  or visit you and let you & your colleagues know

more about ICBE and how we can help your company. 

 

What Our Members Say:

“ICBE has given us invaluable support in our Operational Excellence journey which

has been recognised through the award of the Shingo Prize.  The centre has

provided us with a network to share knowledge and best practice across different

businesses.”  – Sean Kelly, Business Excellence Manager, Abbott Longford

“We frequently use the Call for Support service that ICBE have to offer. We find

this service invaluable, it helps us to benchmark and share information with other

companies. We have found the resource to be a fantastic learning and sharing

forum where we offer to other companies some of the better practices we have

brought in and we learn from others on best practices that they have in place. We

also, through the forum, establish and deepen our contacts and network within the

industry. Thank you, ICBE, for providing this service.”  - Mary Collins,  Senior

Director, Human Resources, Europe - Merit Medical Systems

“Just a short note to say thank you very much for including me in the Mentoring

Networking Event at Bausch & Lomb - ICBE for all the organisation and Jackie for

the great information you are so willing to share. I have been saved about 6

month’s work as will definitely use a lot of the methodology you shared. Much

appreciated.” - Jane Mitchell, OD & Talent Management, Manager, Stryker Ireland

 

 



Talk Synopsis:
Enjoy our summary of the eight speakers at the
conference focusing on Productivity, People and

Technology. 



John Quirke, SA Partners

Two common themes come up when we review how businesses approach problem

solving.

One.  The lack of a joined up system to enable effective problem solving across the

business.

And two. The level and quality of process focus within the organisation.

Given the development of enterprise excellence thinking, those organisations that

achieve consistent levels of sustainable excellence are hard wired to think in core

business systems and the behaviours those systems need to support.

In his presentation John asked the audience a series of questions.

How many have standard approach problem solving?

How many have visual management boards in their work areas?

Is there a good quality problem solving visible on those boards and is it current

to the ‘now’?

Do you see the same systems and practices at the senior management levels,

Problem Solving - John Quirke



and are leaders consciously coaching for good behaviours to support effective

problem solving?

John pointed out that we need different ‘heads on us’ when we approach problems

depending on the ‘Lean maturity’ of the organisation.  If we are in a place where

there is constant firefighting and we cannot predict outcomes with confidence then

our problem solving focus is on identify standards and finding new ways for the

process to ‘speak to us’ so we can understand better what is going on.  In more

mature organisations the focus becomes prediction and likelihood and also

questions around what is possible? Or, what if?

In problem solving there is a tendency to focus on the tool not the overall systems

and a the behaviours needed.

A second problem is the level and quality of process focus.

In order to demonstrate this John asked the group to carry out a card experiment

where attendees attempted to drop a card onto a flipchart size sheet of paper. 

Following the standard process almost none of the tables got the card on to the

sheet.  John then went through the ‘normal’ problem solving activity and the way

organisations can jump to solutions without really understanding what is at the

core of the process.



Using the same standard conditions with one slight change (how the card is held)

John demonstrated the problem related to the control of the aerodynamics of the

card's flight to the target area.  John explained that by understanding the

aerodynamics of the cards flight and what was need to ensure a perfect flight, we

could then create well thought out standard work documents that are truly

applicable to the process and will ensure consistent predictable results.

His advice was we need to focus on experimentation and curiosity to allow the

development knowledge which enables us to better investigate what is happening

in the processes.

Problem solving should be a learning experience a discovery. Sometimes we are

finding things and solving problems that nobody has solved before.  The quality of

the documentation controlling this problem the story telling around how we

discovered and controlled it in a way is our legacy.

In order to achieve this, we need to connect with and enable our innate human

intuitiveness.  The stone age did not end because we ran out of stone!  Homo

Sapiens is hard wired to prod, poke, investigate, grunt ‘why’. and then work as tribe

to make things better.  This is what we are.

 

 

 



Judith McMullan, Global OpEx Manager, Abbott.

Our Journey to Excellence

Judith currently manages the Shingo program across Abbott Nutrition Supply Chain

(ANSC), where they have a number of sites challenging for the Shingo Prize over

the next three years.  In October 2017, Abbott Nutrition, Sligo were the first site in

the ANSC network to receive the prestigious Shingo prize.

When they started the Shingo process three years ago they liked the Enterprise

wide nature of the process, how it mirrored their values and behaviours and

connected the dots between people, process, purpose and performance offering

them an external validation of their excellence journey.

The process now engages everyone, everyday with a culture of continuous

improvement and problem solving with all teams working together to achieve

enterprise alignment.  This is achieved through the deployment of the Management

Operating System (MOS), standard work and visual management and is measured

Our Journey to Excellence |
Judith McMullan



through the premier plant balanced scorecard.

Judith explained how the company drove engagement through Behaviour-Based

Principles using the Shingo methodology.  The Shingo model leverages an

interconnection of Guiding Principles, Systems, Tools and Results with culture at its

centre.  Guiding Principles are aligned to Systems which in turn drive guiding

principles.  Systems in turn select Tools which enable systems.  Tools achieve

results and results refine tools.  Results also affirm Guiding Principles which drive

results. At the centre of all of this is culture manifested in behaviour.

As a hierarchy the Shingo model has results at the top which created customer

value, followed one step down by Enterprise Alignment, creating constancy of

purpose and systematic thinking.  Continuous Improvement focuses on process,

embracing scientific thinking, flow and pull value, assure quality at the source and

seeking perfection. Finally at the base of the pyramid are cultural enablers by

leading with humility and respecting every individual.

Judith shared how the people within ANSC are considered to be their greatest

asset across all functional groups and it is the collaboration, shared behaviours and

common goal that make them a prize winning organisation.

Abbott Nutrition have achieved MOS implementation and standardisation across

14 plants in the ANSC network, across many cultures, also encompassing the

functional groups – demonstrating that excellence is not limited to the shopfloor

and is relevant and achievable globally.  

Standardisation through MOS

Judith explained the range of Cultural Enabler activities and structures that Abbott

have in place to ensure leading with humility and respecting every individual.  This

includes ensuring Safety is always the number one priority, comprehensive auditing

to ensure compliance and continuous improvement, an investment in the

development of employees through specific leadership programs such as Mindful

Leader, through strong visual management achieved through a 5-tiered meeting

process, and a culture of recognition of their pledge behaviours.

According to Judith one of the biggest complements during a Shingo visit was

when the Shingo examiners shared with the leadership team how it was not easy to



distinguish leaders from managers or associates because they had built a strong

culture of leading with humility and respecting every individual.  

Judith shared how ANSC have evolved on their excellence journey, continuously

challenging the tools, systems and measures they have in place and if they are

driving an improvement in performance.  Asking questions such as “If it is not

adding value or making a difference, why are we using it or measuring it?”  One

such example is in the revisions to visual management, allowing room for

personalisation as opposed to stringent standardisation to ensure it is driving

results and meeting the needs of individual teams.

The customer is at the heart of everything that Abbott Nutrition do, with their

products spanning the continuum of health, and providing life-enhancing nutritional

products for infants through to the elderly.  To remind of this and ensure they never

become complacent, they hold an annual customer appreciation day.  Judith shared

the most recent example of this in Sligo, where a father of two daughters

dependant on nutritional devices manufacturing at the Sligo facility came to site to

share their story with all employees.  This provides an opportunity to understand

the user experience, look at opportunities for further improving our product and

touch the hearts and minds of employees by bringing the customer insight to the

shopfloor.   

Abbott Nutrition to directly correlate their operational excellence journey to

improved business results and cost improvements year over year, with the systems

and tools implemented allowing employees to work smarter, not harder.  Since the

deployment of their Management Operating System, they have seen their journey

develop through the various phases of Build, Grow, Evolve and today it is in a

Sustain phase, yet continuing to challenge and improve.

On Oct. 12th 2017, Abbott Nutrition Supply Chain, Sligo Ireland, received

notification from the Shingo Institute that they had won the prestigious Shingo

Prize per the recommendation of the Shingo examiners.  This was a proud moment

for all Sligo employees and the entire Abbott Nutrition division, being the first site

to have received this external validation of their performance.

.



Gerry Cahill Roche.  Productivity in Crisis.

1. Gerry is the Managing Director of Roche’s Pharmaceutical manufacturing facility

located close to Ennis in County Clare.

The facility opened up in 1974, was put for sale in 2016 and is now due to close

on at the end of 2019.

In 2016 300 people were let go and the feedback from HR was people were

good but didn’t know what they know.  They could not sell themselves to

employers.

This change in the company’s facility posed a serious management challenge in

keeping people engaged for the 3 years of a closure scenario.

How do you turn misery into something positive?

Productivity in Crisis –
Sustaining Productivity in an
Era of Change | Gerry Cahill



The corporate mandate was the flawless supply of medicine which is life-saving,

the only source world-wide with annual revenues of €700 million and produced in

a highly regulated environment.

The local role was to upskill, apply skills at work to show success and give

candidates successes that they could share in job interviews.  Management also

wanted to leave the site with pride.

The Change message was clear to delivering above average results will improve job

opportunities.  A series of lean tools and behaviours were use to articulate the

benefits for both the business and theindividual.  The individual was rewarded with

enhanced employability and building capability while the business received stability

and capacity.

A report card in 2017 showed the programme was going in the right direction but

with the brakes on with leadership not aligned, managing huge change and work

streams not connected.  Difficult dialogue asked if management were “content with

slightly above average performance”

The 2018 plan improved the process by a top down lean deployment and growing

the learning organization with visual management, A3, Kata and leaders standard

work enabling the upskilling of employees.

The results from the programme include some solid metrics with

75% new roles

72% external skills

95% LEAN skills

-8% expenses

-17% cycle time

Increase compliance and engagement

And 1.3 million saved

Gerry finished his presentation by sharing his Leadership learnings including

Should have a shared common purpose i.e. WHY 

Leaders must lead & roll-model behaviours 

Leaders don’t have all the answers!!!! It’s ok to say I don’t know!!!



 Take time to reflect 

Practice, practice, practice  ............ 

Resource & Accelerate the Learning & Deployment 

Treat people like adults & build respect 

A learning organisation is fun (and challenging) 

 

 



Kevin Eyre began his talk by recalling the great conversations and inputs that took

place over the group discussion.  For him what is relevant is the talk and not

behaviour and how conscious we are of what we are actually saying.

According to Kevin we give a lot of attention to how people think but behaviour

(the acts they take) all require the use of language.

It is not possible to do any of these things without the use of language.

What is the effect that talk has on how we think and behave

Can we influence what happens to people?

He encourage people to ponder “How do I feel, how might I be inclined to act once

someone tells me what to do versus when someone asks me how I feel.”

This has a massively differently impact.

If someone takes an interest I can quickly get engaged and its my responsibility to

The Real Challenge for
Managers | Kevin Eyre



take ownership.

All is a consequence of asking a question rather than telling someone what to do.

Kevin outlined the typical challenges that managers face and the different roles

they play from Commander, Instructor, Agent Provocateur, Negotiator, Trainer,

Mediator, Consultant, Faciilitator, Mentor and Coach.  In addition they are also

expected to not just respond, but to create  A Growth Mindset as well covering

 Collaboration

 Excellence

 Innovation

 Engagement

This demanding challenge and the pressure of what managers feel causes them to

sound off.

They spend most of their time telling and suggesting.

“As children we ask, have fun, be curious, moment where everything was amazing,

we lose this as managers” added Kevin.

For a manager sometimes talk is a part of our action (Depends on how I interact. 

What I say and how I say it.), most often, action is a part of our talk and sometimes,

our talk is action (what we say is what we are doing).

Lots of behaviour is fixed but talk is habitual and changeable and has a big effect on

mood state. It all starts to change behaviour.

In changing our Inter action with employees a sudden change can be alarming.

We need to explain why we are choosing to interact differently and work through

this strange new world and way of communicating.  We need to be able to talk

about the talk as we are changing the relationship.

According to Kevin the real challenge for manager is developing and deploy

sensitive, skilful and timely dialogue.

In answering questions from the audience Kevin added that some managers can



feel a short term loss of control as they modify their dialogue skills but they find

they actually get more control by asking than dictating.



Siobhan Geary Boston Scientific Clonmel. Developing internal talent to meet the

challenging needs of the business.

“How much does it cost to hire an employee?” was the opening statement by

Siobhan Geary from Boston Scientific, before informing attendees that the average

cost is €22-34,000.  This is based on the average industrial wage of 45k with the

cost ranging from 50 to 70% of the employees first year salary.

“This should be a motivating factor” to develop your internal talent.

In 2010 Siobhan needed to recruit Lean and Operational Excellence personnel but

initial job searches came back empty handed.  As a stop gap solution, they

developed a lean associate role from the operator population and in 2013 decided

they needed to standardise the training and upskill these Lean Associates.

Developing Internal Talent to
Meet the Challenging Needs
of the Business | Siobhan
Geary.



Siobhan developed a long list of skills and competencies based on shareholder

involvement that were needed.  In conjunction with their training department she

developed a 12 module programme which including experiential learning.

The initial shock was that the programme would have resulted in 218 hours of

classroom time and 476 hours of experiential training.  This would have meant

taking resource out of the company for 6 months, when its staffing was already

stretched.

Outside of the business concerns was the employee motivation, how to define and

put together a good value proposition to meet the ‘What’s in it for me?’ These

employees already had the job, were getting good feedback and in essences this

course was not going to provide any additional opportunities.   The employee after

all this training would be returning to their original roles.

In Boston Scientifics highly, regulated world qualifications and accreditation are

necessary for compliance for these employees to take on other positions.

Siobhan set on the task to see if she could find a body that would accredit this

training.

Her feeling was it could be level 7 training.  While searching for an accrediting body

she still needed to build support for the concept and course with the organisation.

 To build a compelling vision she created a framework to visualise and contextualise

the horizontal integration and vertical alignment of the program to the organisation

reflecting how people could fit and move within the organisation.

Then she brought in some different stakeholders within various functions of the

company from supply chain, quality, to engineering to help build support and

momentum in the program.   The feedback was they also had excellent people in

each group but they did not have the qualification to advance.  They requested an

education solution that would meet both the Lean/Op ex needs but also there’s.

This recognition of a bottleneck of talent who are not lacking in capability but

rather academic qualification prevents them from moving up in the organisation,

required a broader ranging and higher academic solution then originally scoped.

Together with Siobhan, John O Riordan from the training department reached out





to the Institute of Industrial Engineering, Tim Byrne and Skillnet, Victoria Wilmott

organised a group meeting with other companies in the region to share the problem

and potential solutions.  Fortunately WIT were present in the form of Darrin Taylor

and Aidan Walsh from the Business School, they responded with a Level 7 Lean

Fundamental program and a Level 8 Higher Diploma in Operational Excellence

programme that covered lots of the key skills and competencies that the business

needed.

The real game changer was that WIT would recognise prior learning, industry

expertise, as a qualifying factor for the programme. The intense programme (1 year)

was easier for employees to commit too and the program structure with direct face

time with lectures made it a lot easier for those employees who did not have

previous formal 3rdlevel education to settle into the courses.  Skillnets also

supported the program by providing 20% funding.

As part of the programme Siobhan linked a Value Improvement Project worth

€50,000 as an expectation to anyone who successfully applied for the course.  The

purpose of this was to provide an opportunity to practice the project management

element of the course in the business environment and generate a return on

investment for the organisation.

The results of the programme have been exception with 53 successful graduates by

2018, 70% of these employees have been promoted, with a further 16 enrolled this

year.  Feedback from the graduates have been really positive.  Programme directors

Darrin Taylor and Aidan Walsh also providing glowing references about our

employees and how this program is an example of Global Best Practice of academic

and industry collaboration.

The business impact of the programme and over past year $8.7 million worth of

projects loaded to the VIP system which includes the saving of over $300k on the

course cost alone.

Finishing up her presentation Siobhan compared the potential hiring cost for those

37 promoted employees of €1.2 million versus the €220k spent on their education. 

This represents a 5 times return on investment alone, not to mention the 30X

return on the investment based on the $8.7 m worth of projects delivered.

 

 



 

 



Cormac Ó Conaire Design Partners

Cormac showcased some of the variety of designs created by the Design Partners'

team and their clients including world-leading products and apps from Panasonic,

Google, Logitech, Silvair and S3Connected Health.

All of these projects posed different challenges, for instance, when designing a

'simple' headset for a mass audience the design team must consider

complex ergonomic details, anthropometrics and mechanical engineering because

everyone heads are different. His team aims to resolve those complexities, in

collaboration with their clients, in a beautifully clean experience for the end users.

Cormac also pointed out that an understanding of optimising workflows is crucial

when designing digital products to make them look, feel and function better. The

products shown had a highly advanced technology behind them, however Cormac

stressed that technology is simply an enabler to create meaningful experiences for

people, and that it is important to focus less on the technology and more on the

experiences it can create.

Designing Success | Cormac Ó
Conaire



Cormac also discussed that Irish companies have an opportunity to utilise design as

a competitive edge, pointing out that, according to the Design Management Index,

companies that embrace design are outperforming others by a large factor. This is

also reflected in a Gartner report that records that 89% of competitive advantage is

based on customer experience, and not a technological breakthrough or innovation.

Design can often be seen as a cosmetic layer applied but the earlier it is embedded

in the new product development process the more impact it can have. New product

development is not just about innovation and needs to be thought about

holistically. Cormac pointed out how design can bring differentiation,

create happier customers and mitigate risk when launching new products, through

market analsysis, human-centred design and user testing, respectfully.

Pointing to the power of good design Cormac added creating something beautiful

is more than aesthetics and can have a profound impact on people and how they

feel.

Design begins with two fundamental questions: Do you know your customers and

what do you stand for? The intersection of what your customer is seeking and

what you stand for should guide every part of the design experience.

In understanding your customers you need to ask have you spent time with them in

their space.

The design process also needs to understand ‘what you stand for’ and not just

important for leadership. It must reflect values that can be articulated authentically.

Cormac illustrated these points in work Design Partner did for Logitech G, who

decided to refocus on the video gaming space from a position of decline and knew

they had to invest in reinventing themselves through design.

Design Partners spent time studying the gaming community which revealed the

high stakes nature of gaming (one competition has a prize fund of 17 million).

Gamers also employed performance coaches worried about lag in the gamers

performance due to poor peripherals. They were not looking for a toy to play with,

they were looking for tools to win with.  Prior to this Logitech were targeting an

older audience. They also studied what Logitech stood for This discovery journey

led to a new process including the use of high speed cameras to capture rapid hand



movements and demonstrated the rigour that needs to be applied to really

understanding the customer and delivering high performance products to them.

This collaboration was a huge success for Logitech, who have multiple products as

the best selling in the world, with a consistent growth in business.

Cormac finished his talk emphasising the equation for success in new product

development being:

Who are your customers + What do you stand for = Reflected in all touch points in

the customer experience.

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ray O’Cinneide, Tyndall Institute

“10 years ago Brendan O’Flynn watched Tom Cruise in minority report

manipulating a screen with a glove and asked  ‘wouldn’t it be cool’ if we could

create that” said Ray O’Cinneide in kicking off his talk on the story of the Smart

Glove.

Tyndall had technology and the research capability to make it and the basic idea

evolved over a number of years. Early version fell off hands and broke and they

knew they needed to make it into something that people want.  To do this they

partnered with Bray based Design Partners who helped focus on three things

User experience (UX) for customers

Customer discovery

Manufacturability

The process helped them think about customers and also the need to have robust

software without which the hardware is useless.  Over series of iterations the

Design Lessons for Industry |
Ray O’Cinneide



Smart Glove has received awards and finally went on the NDRC discovery

programme.

Through the programme they learnt to

Get failure out of the way early

Find out whats wrong with the process

Helped to think about the impact and where it could be used (target audience)

The €150 billion industry for AR and VR was a natural market for them with a

vertical focus on the segments that would most benefit including:

Medical and surgical – (practice hand movements in virtual reality)

Military – can do a dry run

Gaming

Ray finished his presentation by demonstrating the glove in action that allows the

user to reach into that simulated virtual world.  During the group sessions potential

uses in the manufacturing sector were expanded.



Barry Kennedy, IMR

Barry introduced his presentation with a personal story of when he had cancer and

linked it to how the Irish Manufacturing Research centre of which he is CEO

approached its research. He then discussed what IMRs function was to ‘demystify,

derisk and deliver emerging technologies for manufacturing industries. He

discussed the thematic areas that they are currently prioritising such as Augmented

Reality, Virtual Reality, Collaborative Robotics, Additive Manufacturing and Industry

4.0 covering data analytics, optimisation of manufacturing lines.

He explained why manufacturing was important citing the demise of the TV

industry in the US and Europe before moving on to show how important

manufacturing was to the island of Ireland. He quoted numbers of 36% GDP from

the IDA versus an EU average around 15% GDP and showed that indigenous

manufacturing accounted for over 60% of manufacturing in Ireland and that’s with

a backdrop of MNC investment into Ireland which is the envy of most other

countries in the World.

Technologies Driving Factory
4.0 in 2018 | Barry Kennedy



Barry spoke of the challenge and opportunities of emerging technologies for

industries. He discussed the 4 industrial revolutions in the context of business

models and who controlled the industries in the 4 stages. He showed how digital

technology has disrupted traditional business models such as the hotel industry

with Airbnb and the taxi industry with Uber.  Barry then moved on to look at how

industries such as the car manufacturers in Detroit were decimated during the

automation revolution during Ind 3.0 and warned that industries in Ireland cannot

be complacent and afford to be left behind.

His talk then moved onto some examples of emerging technologies such as AI

(Artificial Intelligence). He discussed how AI for instance has the power to do good

such as interpret better than a human things such a CT scans in medicine but

equally talked of a case where an AI engine online became a racist. He warned that

as we embrace these technologies we do so with our eyes wide open and

discussed the need for, in certain circumstances, for potential legislation to be

considered. He stated that Ireland needs to decide the kind of society it wants and

to look at the ethics of these systems. Nonetheless he stressed these technologies

are here and that we must embrace them for all the good they bring.

He then went on to talk about the advantages of digitising of manufacturing lines,

collaborative robotics, additive manufacturing / 3D printing before answering

questions from Matt Cooper and the audience.



Group Discussions
Over the course of the day 11 groups of 10 people

debated a series of challenges posed by the speakers
under the Productivity, People and Technology pillars. 

The following is a summary of the inputs from each of the
tables moderated by the chair and captured by the scribe

following pair discussions and group sharing.



How to engage the senior leadership team in a difficult change journey.

At the Table:David Dunne, James Herbert, Martine Denihan, Sinead Sweeney,

Eimear ‘Reilly, Pat Groves , Gemma Murphy, Jane McMorrow, Olive Farrington

Conversation

Daily meetings and huddle meeting and how we are performing are a key

engagement point for senior leaders. We are lacking management at these

engagement meetings which is a missed opportunity. This is seen as lack of

commitment by the organisation. Changing this would facilitate better alignment at

all levels.

We see engagement within team but lacking across all levels in the organisation.

There is not a divergence of objectives but not supported daily.

Leaders need to lead by example, sometimes we need to pull them in initially and

call them on be consistent.

We have found for the need to pilot with the leadership team“ create the wins with

Table 1 Productivity Challenge



advocates to get the resistors on board.

We saw engagement and true Alignment - when we move change item beyond the

mfg floor.

Show casing wins across the organisation facilitated getting converts in different

support group.

We see that we take two steps forward but constantly fall back and then repeat.

People – Leadership – Strategy – Behaviours- Tools and Techniques.

Commitment at the top is where it need to start

Making measurement of people’s adherence to behaviour standards help in change

those away from standard

Leaders standard work – and getting the true understand of the WHY and

wrapping it around the change initiative is key

Leadership needs to be vulnerable but struggle with the concept.

Leaders can come from a position of portraying that they know it and will do it but

their behaviours are not supporting that position and need to be changed.

Same production systems across different plants with different outcomes and this

is down to deployment methods and leadership traits.

This can be a positive impact but just as easy a negative impact.

A key in engagement is strategies which incorporates all levels of the organise not

just focused on pockets.

Key Takeaways

Needs true leadership buy in – Makes if difficult when is the organisation is

trying to pull them in.

Leader commitment needs to translate into their day to day actions.

Leaders presence at all levels at need to be the norm

Leaders standard work – and getting the true understanding of the WHY and



wrapping it around the change initiative is key to success.



What does your company need to do to develop and retrain your top Talent?

At the table: David Dunne, James Herbert, John Cheevers, Stephen Griffin, Cianna

Reilly, Kevin Woulfe, Olivia Boyce

Summary of the conversations

The business needs to be understood and they need to frame up the why and link

it with the personal why – when these are linked its “Win” scenario

Why only focus on Top Talent – should be a focus on un tapped talent in the

organisation

If they are Top Talent nudge them and let them take control over their own training

development plan. They are normally in a position to drive this.

Business drivers linked to personal area of interests deliver the best outcomes.

Need to be carefully not to push someone in a certain direction just because there

is a business need as it could demotivate the individual.

Table 1 People Challenge



Need to set the person up for success – Needs to stretch them for success not for

failure.

Support the individual between Peer to Peer support is an effective bridge when

individual as stepping back into the retrain world. Understanding where people are

at from a personal point of view and developing a tailored support plan can be a

key to a successful outcome.

Force movement of talent is there a place?  Consensus that this is not normally a

recipe for success.

Link in with external providers of training to make content relevant. – This creates

the right environment to support your talent.

Ensure there is commitment from the organisation that there is something at the

end of the investment for the individual. This can’t always be the case but should

be the norm.

Recognition by management and the organisation for the achievement of

individuals needs to be seen.

Dynamics within the organisation, that you can go from product builder to Senior –

It’s the norm that development occurs at all levels.

Ensure courses are keep relevant and ensure the course stay current and linked to

business needs.

5 Point Plan for success

Re-train to retain. Need to continually invest

What your talent pool is – Understand your current profile constantly keep it

updated

Current vs Future needs – Id the Gap to be closed.

Understanding how adaptable are people to ensure the right people are

invested in

It’s not all about the top talent – Is all about investing in all talent.

Understand that some of the business conditions can be a hindrance to retaining

people. Need to understand both internal and external conditions as changes in



these can impact flow out and in of talent.

Balance when going thru huge change cycle – Sometimes is make sense to keep

people in the same role for stability-

Developing and promoting just internal candidates can create a stall different

thinking within and organisation.

Need to be strategic around bringing in outside talent and that the organisation

sees this as a normal activity. This has the ability to on board new idea and but be

careful not to acclimated them into the way of doing things.

A culture of benchmarking when done right can also be an avenue to bring in fresh

idea’s into an organisation.

External environment can also drive movement - need to be able to protect against

this

Opportunity around developing a training targeted on segment of the workforce

that have being out of the loop for a while and have key skills but are apprehensive

about returning due to lack of confidence and certain skills e.g. stay at home

parents.

Key Takeaways

Delivering on both the business and the individual needs are required to win

retrain goal

Understanding where to invest in training is key- Defining where the future

needs are is a key element which needs to be defined

Need to have the opportunities available for people who invest in their training

as they will grow frustrated if no opportunities exist

You need to constantly assess the effectiveness of training offerings, as the

needs can change and you need to keep the material/delivery method fresh

It’s not just about developing “Top Talent” but harnessing “All Talent” potential

within the organisation



How to engage the senior leadership team in a difficult change journey?

Bring the experience of of critical situation in to everyday operations

would like  to have more detail on the how to..... The tricks and tips for success

and for failure

Build a common goal it is imperative to have  senior leadership team on board

and for them to be aware of their own behavior and need to go to grass roots

level to see what people want

Its all about the people!!! Leading the site with pride and operating with ride

turning the burning platform in to an opportunity.

Visit sites  go to conferences but at some stage you have to start the journey
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Table 2 People Challenge

What does your company need to do to develop and retrain Top Talent? 

Identify who to up skill and it has to be a mixed solution with external, internal

training

examples

Lean Business Programmes

Lean Management Training

Leadership Programmes

Development planning with identified staff ascertain what they want for their

future where their talents lie  within the company, put the structures in place to

achieve this..

Location especially in remote areas is  a huge problem with retaining talent, have

looked at targeting 2nd level students with school outreach promoting science

subjects

Looked at pools of talent out there such as home makers and offered a solution of

front loading production at times when there was a great availability of talent

example. 9am-12noon

Lack of maturity in new and emerging areas such as automation
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What is the impact of new technologies?

Going forward it would  be helpful to have more detail re 3D printing in volume

manufacturing.

ethical issues noted in regard to simulated glove being used in military applications

while being developed in a neutral country.

one way in dealing with technology is looking at how could this technology be

applied to a problem that organisations

need to demystify  technology

need to hear from early adapters and how they are keeping up with technology

how they  anticipated change and adapted.

With technological advancement we need manage  people effectively during

change and make them accepting of change with familarisation, education

Could  our contribution to the Shingo  process be looking at people through

technology

with technology advancements job specs are no longer static, roles are constantly

changing

Worry that technology might affect other roles 3D printing reducing the need for

warehousing and supply chain

Suggestions for further conferences

Pre conference  questionnaires on technology issues affecting organisations
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Concentrate on 3 or 4 key upcoming/ game changing  technologies  and discuss at

conference

People process change management and acceptance- link it together and re-inforce

it

 

 

 

 



How to engage the senior leadership team in a difficult change journey?

Table 3 Productivity Challenge



How to engage senior leadership team in difficult change journey?

a. Create cohesion within leadership team, be visible........

b. Create awareness of the need for change, what are the benefits in the message,

engage with everyone in overall strategy/approach

c. Generate benefit first within leadership group first, meaningful and felt

leadership.........not staged but real visible presence, train front line leaders what to

expect and how to manage the change process

Summary: HOW this is achieved?

Model behaviour, leaders step up to the plate, agree overall coherent plan in order

to achieve above points

What does your company need to do to develop and retrain top talent?

a.  Strategic review of knowledge & Skill Gap Assessment to achieve,  design

training approach to meet strategic objectives, Implement training effectively,

assess and evaluate training effectively.  Review strategy on iterative basis to

identify cyclical gaps.

b. Coach leaders to engage staff to drive performance. Deelop skills matrix to align

to strategy, insert programs. .......GROW Program in Boston Scientific ...link training

to business performance.

c. Learn by doing, op ex coaches, ...focus on execution but also COACHING juniors

Summary: Use structured training model to design, develop, implement and build

an evaluation strategy that maps to the organisational strategy/business

Table 3 People Challenge



requirement, and to develop the key interpersonal competencies to enable the

trainee sustain the business process requirement.

 

 



What is the impact of new technologies?

Where are the jobs going to be in? What investment in Human Capital is required

for the future if the established jobs of today no longer exist.

Is there a think tank needed to review a potential future strategy...what are the

skills needed for the future...are our universities positioned for this? Also, do we 

need to develop the broader interpersonal skills such as change management skills

to provide us with the agility and flexibility that is required to deal to the lack of

certainty.

 

The ethics and the strategy of the organisation? Should there be an Irish  strategic

board that looks at what is acceptable and non acceptable practice re AI? Needs to

be thought through...not the mechanism of learning by mistakes....Link into the

futuristic societies.

Table 3 Technology Challenge



How to engage the senior leadership team in a difficult change journey?

Realign expectations, responsibilities and roles as Leaders don’t recognize their own

roles, sometimes they dictate rather than act.

Agree on a platform to use  to communicate the journey you are on (tools, systems

etc) and recognize the leadership journey required.

Have the ability to connect with everybody in the organization, its ok to be

vulnerable, this will help to create a shared purpose

Its important for the leadership team to look inwards, see how it applies to them

and understand the “why”

Understand the “what”, identify the expected behavior, stick to what you say you

are going to do. Sometimes there may be a need to bring in an outside expert to

kick start the process.

Table 4 Productivity Challenge



What does your company need to do to develop and retrain Top

Talent? Succession planning, need to develop leadership skills.   Lateral moves can

be a good thing, can be a hard sell at times but is a huge benefit to organizations;

need to tell people it’s a developmental role.

Implementation of Leaders standard work is a very useful tool to help new leaders,

its great way to get new leaders aligned.  Allow employees to gain confidence in a

leadership role on a trial basis e.g effective coverage during vacation periods.  Can

be used in all organizations within the company.

Clear sense of company/site purpose and direction in order to identify the training

needs of the business to align to the long-term vision

Throw away the traditional way of thinking, go and talk to the employees, create a

positive feedback loop.  Share the long-term vision with all employees can

encourage them to seek out training and up skilling.

Ability to identify individuals for training, sometimes people have trouble

identifying training opportunities, need to have outside eyes.

Need to develop the soft skills for high performing individuals but need to use

“what’s in it for me”!

Ask the employees first before developing a training package to ensure the relevant

training is setup to align with the strategy and the direction for the company.

Table 4 People Challenge



What is the impact of new technologies?

Potential productivity improvements, opportunity for people to use new

technologies, can also aid operational efficiency

Opportunity for Ireland to be a leader in this technology, indigenous companies can

access new markets

Nervous about new technology, too much data can slow down decision making.

Need to design with the operator involved, big challenge to integrate people with

the rate of change.

The use of technology is totally changing the way we work, but we need it in a

manner that people can use.

Traditional business model is being threatened by new technology but there are

opportunities for both small companies to embrace the change quickly.

Need to change the skillset to deal with the new technology therefore practical

implementation needs to be carefully planned.

Companies focused on automation but there is a scarcity of skillset to manage it as

we have not maintained the development of people to sustain it, how do we bridge

the gap.

Security concerns need to be taken into account as well as a deeper discussion on

ethics related to AI
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1. How to Engage Senior Leadership team in a difficult change journey?

Need to define the change upfront to start on the right track – what is

involved? Why are we doing it? What will enable?

Need strong engagement early to address issues; will develop solutions, create

improved teamwork amongst all levels – look at the end goal (What is the

measure of success – from and where we are going to), use the experience from

all the team

Develop a forum with all departments in the site –will become part of the

solution. Eg - Daily meeting each day already in place in some sites– enables

issues to be raised up early. Provides timely feedback. Get an early win and

show this early benefit – develop a bottom up resolution

Concentrate on the early adopters to become an advocate for you going

forward and use them on the journey

Articulate a clear simple message – digestible, clear & regular message, keep it

on point. Snr leaders need to be aligned in the sites –develop a clear site goal to

allow alignment on the vision with Snr Mgmt.
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1. What does your company need to do to develop and retrain Top Talent

Developmental assignment program – short term ‘On The Job’ opportunities.

Mentor programs. Allows teams to participate on short term basis. Secondments

from shop floor; buddy system (3 months)

Clarify the roles and understand the need; do a skills gaps assessment and

identity ways to close these gaps. What are core competencies and develop

training around these for current and future needs (jobs that may not exist yet).

Define a ROI of this program which shows the benefits

How do you identify top talent versus top performer? Creating a purpose to

developing talent and succession planning. Develop horizontally not just vertical

development.

Develop, Retain and Retrain –focus on the retain and look at the softer benefits

– eg flexible working, work life balance

Need to create an awareness of openings in other groups/areas/dept., enable a

forum to create that awareness of job rotations/movement

Table 5 People Challenge



1. What is the impact of the new Technologies?

Job losses, sense of fear. Need to upskills folks while they will be different

impacts for different generations. Need to address resistance – fear of change.

Need to develop the communications for each generation. Impacts to wider

community

Encourage face to face communications – technology is driving folks to not

engage in Face to face - counterintuitive

Can help to improve bottom line, capacity, ROI, increase market share and

enable more standard work

Need to close skills gap with possible redeployment of roles and while trying to

fend off outsourcing models

Education curriculum needs to be enhanced to adapt to these new technologies

Table 5 Technology Challenge



Productivity Challenge – How to engage the senior leadership in a difficult change

journey?

Education and knowledge for senior leaders.

Ensuring the change journey is part of daily, weekly meetings and always on the

agenda.

Focus on hearts and minds of people.

Cross functional understanding from all within the organisation. Know where

people fit in to the change journey and their roles within it.

People influence people.

Leaders need resilience training and skilling to deal with the change.

Tier approach used and clear vision for the organisation.

Leadership understand that the end result is business excellence and It’s not all

about manufacturing.

Part of senior team reviews and topic is on their agenda.

Introduce recognition for changes made.

Training, development, awareness and knowledge essential for all staff.

Why change is important and what will the end results be.

What is in it for the person – reinforcement.

How is the idea implemented and measure how this is done always a challenge.

How do we measure the change and show the statistics relating to it.

Visibility of the process is key.

Show vulnerability.

Celebrate success of an idea.

Leadership is not an office based role.

Continuous Imporvement.
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What does your company need to do to develop and retrain Top Talent?

If already in a role there is a need to be retrained and reminded about cultural fit

& behaviours.

Strong job description and development plan required for the role.

What the employee need to do to get to next level.

Identification is key in that what is required for the relevant role.

Awareness from senior team on what is required to develop current talent.

Be aware of generational gaps.

Different approaches and styles of training – ie. videoing, bespoke training and

online.

Coaching and mentoring during and after the training.

Development of A3 and ensure team is at the correct level.

Cross discipline approach – training of staff in different departments within the

organisation.

ROI on training and savings achieved.

Encourage employees to view the training as a reward and recognition

Allow time to the staff to do the training.

Offer opportunity to people internally to do learning within the organisation

within a particular field.

On the job learning along with classroom training. 70:20:10 approach.

Encourage staff to work within other roles to develop skills further.

One company have a regional leaders program in place.

Encourage alignment within organisation.

Important for the person to identify own training needs and development path.

What is in it for the employee?
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 What is the impact of new technologies?

Worry that the role of employees will be replaced is a major factor.

Uncertainty in relation to the protection of IP address.

Change in the skillset required for employees eg. for engineers etc….

Some positives for the advances

Ergonomics and Safety.

Quicker production of products and improved quality.

Faster detection of failure.

Negatives include

Making the world too quick too fast.

Lead to a lazy brain.

Society separation.

Generational changes – younger generation will solve problems using technology

which can be positive or negative as this allows them to investigate more difficult

problems or issues once they use technology to get the answers or results.

Automated equipment is being used to make good decisions.

It is being heavy regulated so this is a barrier in trying to utilise the equipment fully

and to its capacity.

Keeping up with regulations is costly.  Seems to be an issue around our table and a

challenge as there is a gap in what is required from the regulatory body and the

information companies have on the technology.
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How to engage the senior leadership team in a difficult change journey?

Alignment top down

1. Get out there and benchmark best in class - see what other companies are

doing

2. Don't sugar coat - be open and honest

3. Be credible

4. Trust people's intellegence

5. Be open to challenge and people venting anger

6. What's in it for the staff on the ground

7. Feel uncomfortable with current state - fear of inaction

8. Why do we need to change??

9. Leadership need to also see what's the return on investment

10. Sub

11. Communicate at all stages of the cgange journey

12. What is the ROI - be clear on what the benefits of these changes are going to be
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What does your company need to do to develop and retrain Top Talent? 

Retrain and Retain

1.  Every employee has a training plan - in consultation with their manager -

people leave to be fulfilled

2. 

3. Measure is How many people progress (not only promotion - people can

progress in many ways

4. Individual roadmap need to align with what they want and what thw org want

and needs

5. Cross-pollination - short term vacancies filled by internal staff - benefits are

many including cross functional knowledge and awareness

6. Mentoring programmes and reverse mentoring programmes

7. Use gov funding, EI skillnets

8. BP visits to learn from other organisations

9. Future Skills needs assessment that links to strategy

Table 7 People Challenge



What is the impact of new technologies?

1. Fear in the leadership - they don't want to appear like they don't know whats

going on

2. There is a lack of visionary leadership within prgs on what automation can do

3. Leadership needs to have greater awareness of what's happening globally -

suggest environmental scan, review mega trends. ensure leadership knows what

comming so they can plan and communicate effectivly with staff.

4. Cross functional teams will be needed for fixes - broader skillsets needed to

problemsolve on automation tools. Higher risks if toolsgo down - new roles

need to be multi-skilled - loss of tacit knowledge

5. Labour pool will shrink

6. Social implications - lone workers loss of social interaction

7. Accountability - What is the acceptable social cost

8. Education providers need to develop relevant modules and skillsets -

9. Emotional Impact on all staff all ages - possibly this new era will attract millanials

as they are already so used to automation.

10. Keep mantra of "always develop yourself"

11. How to build-in intuition that kis currently have into workplace

12. 
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How to engage the senior leadership team in a difficult change journey?

What's in it for me?

Overall vision and the translation of that vision

Behaviour through the organisation

Communication message and style
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What does your company need to do to develop and retrain Top Talent? 

Structure for developing people and framework

Leadership buy in

Communication caring / really interested in people development

Alinement to the company requirements

Developing a career path
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What is the impact of new technologies?

Be aware of the the begin that it is fit for purpose

Improve in quality if product or services

Consider the ethics of new Technology

Waste or time with so much data

Data decision making support system
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How to engage the senior leadership team in a difficult change journey?

Show the Why

Create the vision and high level strategy, Agree the transformation vision

Alignment of the SLT is critical, Define their roles

Engagement is critical. Identify champions and influencers

Leaders must lead (walk the talk) by actively engaging, Mkar SLT accountable on

the delivery of the vision and the strategy.

Make sure time is taken for reflection
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What does your company need to do to develop and retrain Top Talent? 

Reflection

Identify the need

Review current state (as is) talent availability/capability

Build framework around the gap

Look for best practice across all sectors

Close the gap through a variety of initiatives
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What is the impact of new technologies?

Impact on the workforce/fear

Upskilling and cross skilling

Better Product Reliability and less rework

Impact on education & training

Technology size and investment costs
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How to engage the senior leadership team in a difficult change journey?

Clear message - Define problem /common understanding – Define a clear path

for change

Ownership of solution / leadership have to be part of answer

Change management is about people - engaging people

Present case studies of similar changes - strengthen business case

Independent external view of company

Need clear agreement of why change is needed

Benchmarking with outside organisanations

WIIFM - What's in it for me

New CEO. One of first things he asked all employees was - What do you do?  

What do you want to do? Everyone bought in straight away & now part of their

job is what they want to do

Table 10 Productivity
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What does your company need to do to develop and retrain Top Talent? 

Apprenticeship programs

Structured training program with long term view

Tap into potential talent (not just top talent)

Cross-functional task force for Development and Training/retraining

Have a Set for success type program in place

In companies where not much opportunity for promotion – cross-training –

leads to changing roles

Development is not necessarily promotion – change of mind set – so people link

in their mind how development can mean learning several roles at same level.  

Grow at same level so that you might get the opportunity to take on more

senior role eventually.

Have a plan in place so operators can be really involved with projects

Voice of the customer/gap analysis – engage with staff to find out what they

need

Succession planning – mentoring (could be mentors outside company/outside

industry)

Create a culture where top talent feel they always have opportunity for

development

Q: Are you mobile?  Move talent to different sites/countries

Have a competency model in place (as a guide not as a check list)

What is more important skills or behaviour?  Always behaviour – skills are easy

to teach – Attitude / behaviour most difficult
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What is the impact of new technologies?

Mechanical arms being installed – workforce didn’t contract as needed human

intervention and business expanding

New technologies require training and testing – so not always time saving

Impacts on all facets of business

Involving people who will be using technology early on = more success

IT systems don’t necessarily solve problems

Monotonous or repetitive tasks – ideal for automation- speed up work/higher

quality

Workforce have to upskill – brings energy but also fear

Technology changing so quickly – need to be tuned into this – as “new”

technology could be old in 2 year’s time

You don’t know what you don’t know – How can you build a culture that

embraces change, if you don’t know change

Technology sometimes means people don’t get to root cause – problem solving

skills are reduced

Example of big threat to can was innovation of plastic bottle. Now backlash

against plastic bottles. Innovation not always long-term

Last line of defense was the person checking before it went to customer. Total

automation could miss this

Retraining people to run robots

Expectation of workers who will not be willing to do certain monotonous jobs

Should industry focus on Recognition of Prior Learning to move people into

other jobs

Lots of data available;  but no information..?
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HOW TO ENGAGE THE SENIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM IN A DIFFICULT CHANGE

JOURNEY

COMMITMENT FROM THE LEADERSHIP TO CHANGE PROGRAMME

STAFF MUST HAVE AN INPUT TO THE CHANGE CYCLE

ONE TO ONES WITH STAFF

TRANSPARENCY AND HONESTY IS CRITICAL

WHY THE CHANGE? MUST BE RELAYED CLEARLY TO ALL STAKEHOLDERS

WORLD CAFÉ – DEMOCRATIC PROCESS

CHECKING THAT THE SYSTEM IS WORKING (MEASURING THE IMPACT)
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WHAT DOES YOUR COMPANY NEED TO DO TO DEVELOP AND RETRAIN TOP

TALENT

MAKING SURE THAT INDIVIDUALS HAVE A MENTOR

RUN A PILOT PROGRAMME WHICH WILL CREATE INFLUENCERS TO SELL

THE VALUE OF THE TRAINING

BUILD INTO PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

BUILD INTO THE JOB/CAREER PROGRESSION

BREAK IT DOWN INTO EASILY ACCESSIBLE PIECES ie: 1 day, 2 days and

continue to progress.

CLEARLY OUTLINE CAREER PROGRESSION AND THE CAPABILITIES

REQUIRED (WHICH WOULD REQUIRE TRAINING) LONG TERM AND SHOW

HOWTHEY CAN GORW

VISUAL BOARDS./COMPETITIVE AND FUN

VIDEO LEARNING
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WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES

RETRAINING AND UPSKILLING – GIVING PEOPLE THE SKILLS

FLEXIBILITY AND ADAPTABILITY

THE REQUIREMENT TO BE WILLING AND OPEN TO CHANGE

NEW OPPORTUNITIES

CLEAR COMMUNICATION

GUIDELINES NEEDED FOR HIGHLY REGULATED ENVIRIONMENT

IRELAND IS A PERFECT LOCATION FOR NEW TECHNOLOGIES -

Table 11 Technology
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Call to Action
As a not for profit members based organisation we are

here to help you advance your organisation.  Please
contact us to see how we can help.

BOOK A CONSULTATION

http://icbe.ie/index.php/contact/

